
 

 

Chronicles of silence 1 

 

There is just one uniqueness poetry has which makes it surpass all other arms of literature. That which is 

depth. A layman defines silence as an absence of sounds but when you ask a poet, he will take you 

beyond the world you live and place your knowledge on the island of his imaginations. 

 This is exactly what this bards have done. So let’s drive in this poetic adventure and by the time 

we reach the other side, we shall see silence. 
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 SILENCE by Ayoola Goodyness Olanrewaju 

 

 

I 

 

a new silence sells in the market of greens  

not the silence that is gold 

or that which quells the fires of wars 

it is the silence from familiar pains 

frail spirits 

famine of tears 

betrayals  

and the shock of how devils turn into angels of light...  

 

we buy silence  

and watch the noises of abundance bury into greedy stomachs...  

 

this is change...  

 

a man eats frustration from his meal of silence  

breaks into shadows  

and dies into his mouth... 

 

a woman walks into herself in silence  

she finds her womb mobbed by the semen of sorrows 

growing into wild tomorrows  

she tears her intestines-  

her lungs  

and squeezes her heart into the silence in her blood...  

 

emptiness is the colour of silence... 

 

a son is drawing a map of exile  

he draws an empty home  

he draws his mother into a ghost of tears  

he draws himself into speed and distant thoughts  



he cuts himself and writes a dark poetry 

lost into the winds 

gone for good 

he shouts into his crimson trails for another home  

green pastures! 

(he will not remember this home again) 

not even his mother... 

 

a new silence sells in the market of greens  

not the silence that is gold 

or that which quells the fires of wars 

it is the silence from familiar pains 

frail spirits 

famine of tears 

betrayals  

and the shock of how devils turn into angels of light...  

 

we buy silence  

and watch the noises of abundance bury into greedy stomachs... 

 

this change is strange...  

 

II 

 

shadows are sinking in this valley of dearth...  

 

do not come to the market tomorrow  

if your heart is not strong for the silence 

there are no songs again only shadows wailing beneath dry smiles...  

 

this is change...  

 

a girl is twelve; she is dressing into twenty one- 

into a sudden survival  

a big man enters her  

she is lost 

she knows her way into the bed now 

she is selling fast; a baby drops from her skin 

she is selling it too  

for nothing sells again in the market except this killing silence... 

 

a boy is chasing the sun away into the clouds 



he burns his first class in its flame 

he cares not if he is burning too 

he builds a chain of darkness after himself- 

he is going to be a thief tonight  

he will steal from his mother first 

he knows a ritualist 

he will use his father 

for nothing sells again in the market except this killing silence...  

 

shadows are sinking in this valley of dearth...  

 

do not come to the market tomorrow  

if your heart is not strong for the silence 

there are no songs again only shadows wailing beneath dry smiles...  

 

this change is strange...  

 

III 

 

if i am a poet tonight  

i will dream and find men with bleeding thumbs 

running into the past to buy winds and fires 

for a dying ember... 

 

i will dream and find women and premature dreams  

sung into silence and still singing under a cold sun 

i will dream and find you 

i will climb into your ears and whine long like a starved mosquito and become  

s i l e n c e... 

 

tell me  

is there hope for silence? 

 

this is change...  

 

a father is not returning from his daily search  

and dawn is another haunting ghost  

his neck dances in a loop withered by hope 

they say he finds a green way to heaven on a tree 

in silence... 

 

this is how we wait for africa at the end of a night  



where darkness plays with the shard 

a tongue of fire and palm oil 

where silence lives and is loud 

we call mama. mama. mama 

but silence is loud and laughing 

you will hear silence calling you back  

you will hear him jump into your heart 

you will hear him say  

mama is not coming home tonight 

she is gone 

(it is true mama is gone) 

then silence... 

 

you stand in front of a mirror to look at the future 

but it is not going to be there today; it is running away 

and you are left with your face and silence  

you find how old you have become and yet not bold  

your mother will call you now and cry within her prayers 

and your father will ask when you will marry and leave his house 

and become a man  

your friend will call you and tell you and tell you and tell you curse poetry and die 

and you become silence... 

 

if i am a poet tonight  

i will dream and find men with bleeding thumbs 

running into the past to buy winds and fires 

for a dying ember... 

 

i will dream and find women and premature dreams  

sung into silence and still singing under a cold sun 

i will dream and find you 

i will climb into your ears and whine long like a starved mosquito and become  

s i l e n c e... 

 

tell me  

is there hope for silence? 

 

this change is strange... 

 

Ayoola Goodness ©2016 

 



 

 

 Isaac Archibongpoet 

Symphony of Agony 

-------------------------------- 

 

There are melodies so subtle,  

That in serenity fades away,  

There are lyrics of apt anguish,  

That to the shattered hearts belongs,  

There are strings of unholy silence; 

That's irrigating the land.  

 

There are bunches of pain untold,  

Accompanied by ugly carols,  

And the dirge of earthly pains, There are songs of deathly pangs,  

That caresses planted hatred and strife; 

Fumes hovering above the lairs.  

 

A monster's dirty wail,  

As is a mother's lullaby,  

The hustler's nightly tears,  

And the outcast's bitter cry,  

There are warriors silent gnashing; 

That haven't found their place in songs.  

 

There are sorror's men'trual hymns,  

That's curvaceous in a grotesque way,  

And the maiden's holy grail,  

With the pain that has no tears,  

The matron's quiet matin,  

And the songs of deep despair.  

 

Written by Isaac Archibongpoet (the ghetto poet) 
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 Ben Wilfred 

My moments 

 

When night and silence collide 

And my eyelids keep their distance 

When time changes nothing but fantasies 

I drift into a realm I barely even know 

Painting my world 

Painting my freaking world 

I am my own Angelo 

So I paint and paint and paint 

Paint my pasts and then;aq 

Paint what I know and what I'm yet to. 

 

When excitement and focus meet 

And my mind is a book of myth, flipping 

Then I utter sweet, incoherent nothings 

With my whole body still and just my lips moving 

I dare the moon to die 

And curse the sky to cry red, dead seas 

I fly with the ease of a butterfly 

And the stance of Peter Pan 

I fly and fly and fly 

Till my soul floats away into dreamland. 

 

When solitude and loneliness enchant me 

And all I do is paint and fly 

I'm just having my moments 

And my moments are just having me 

For though everyday comes with a night 

But not every night comes with my moments... 

 

@Ben_Wilfred 
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 Deacon Adigun Temitope Idealism 

 

in the middle of a void world 

silence speak its word 

in the mind of poets 

that sat under the trees 

it opens their eyes to the reality of the 

world of unfortold woe 

 

Silence, 

is a seed in the heart 

its germinate action in reaction 

to some, it is a nightmare 

while to others, it is a day threat 

its carries ones to the world of imagination 

it makes you see possibility 

in its positivity 

her world is that of the breeze 

that paint our childhood past 

her painting cannot be seen by you 

except those that understand her - poets 
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 Ifemeni Xtian Derrick White 

THE CHRONICLES OF SILENCE 
 

If my pen would speak, 

In its ancient accent, 

To condemn and to defend, 

All written sounds would be in silence. 

 

If Lizards, whales and Goats, Were sanity's pride, 

In their terrible nods, 

Would all communicate in silence. 

 

If teachers were mere preachers, 

And learners were mere sinners, 

All sinful habits and guilty thoughts would be in silence. 

 

Silence they say, is the best teacher, 

A teacher that teaches Knowledge in calm tone, 

Without Ignorance and arrogance, 

All would probably Learn in Silence.  

 

Silence is what lies like a sleeping burden, 

In the cerebral cortex of my brain, 

Where its stigma puts me in a state called 'writer's block', 

All pains, lost of thoughts are probably the silence am facing. 

 

C.O.P © 2016. 
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  Ojo Adewale Iyanda  

cont(silence) 

.. 

you 'll hear silence coming back to live 

you 'll see him stand from laying 

you will hear him say 

someday, mother may come back to life 

there is hope for a dying nation 

(truly, there is a hope) 

the silence... 

you stand by the side of a river to wash the future 

but you 're not going to see him today, he has floated away 

and you left with waves and silence 

you find how foolish you have become and yet wise 

your mother will wake up into the mourning morning and scream within her solemness 

and your father will pray you marry and quit his furnace 

and become a man 

your friend will call and tell you 

deny poetry and live 

and you become silence.. 

i am a fool tonight 

i 'll die and find men adorning white robes 

singing into the past to reap realness and promptness 

for a dying memory... 

i 'll die and find you 

i 'll dance into your eyes and whine my arse like a chased rodent 

and become silence 

tell me 

what is golden in silence? 

Just a change of moonlight tales..... 
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   Ojo Adewale Iyanda  

A dirge from silence 

.. 

i can trace these tears ands cries 

These blood and carcas 

back to you human's 

i know your voice 

they are beautiful like your pains 

you sing good songs 

But i"m the song you can't without do 

i'm the air you can't without breath 

i'm the hope you wished they have 

i'm the god you wished you can serve 

But you only want me  

When your skull thinks it's finish. 

.. 

You misused me for peace 

you forgot that 

there is war in peace 

there is silence in peace 

I'm not ready to share my glory with anything 

though i have no mouth to talk 

i have tongues in which i speak 

but few understand it. 

. 

No one can arouse me 

i only climax 

and have orgasm 

When my tongue 

tasted that 

you are ready to call an assembly 

that is solemn 

though, your take on goldeness of me 

won't let you ever 

know that i silence 

is the best secret 

Any man can keep. 
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 Ojo Adewale Iyanda  

silence( copycat version of ayoola’s silence) 

. 

if 'm a fool tonight 

i 'll die and find men adorning white robes 

singing into the past to reap realness and promptness 

for a dying memory.. 

i 'll die and find children and mature deaths 

beat into silence and still sounding under a hot moon 

i will die and find you 

i will dance into your eyes and whine my ass like a chased rodent 

and become silence 

tell me 

what is golden in silence? 

just monlight tales..... 

a father is just coming from today's search 

and tommorrow is another haunting shadow 

he loves to embrace, fool 

his teeth gnashes in foolishness designed by faith 

they say he finds a white way to heaven in a furnace 

in silence... 

this is how we wait for motherland at the entrance of a morning 

where death took her away from dirt into night depth 

a dance of dew and calmness 

where silence is heard and jogging. 

.. 

The remaining verses coming soon. 

Note- i have to copy sir ayoola style cos i love it, not trying to plagarise anything. This isn't my 

style of writing. 
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 Jumoke Adesewa Olah 

Silence:  

 

Freely,i held this breath, 

panting high I was frozen to death, 

and my pants went nigh  

I crossed my two arms, 

and stretched forth my legs  

She was the front,she was the back  

She was the middle, 

she was the down I fall,  

Into broken slices of tuber.  

I welcomed her,with rush  

Swallowing back my spit  

Saying,this is a cool defeat!  

Mused...2016© 
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 Rachele Chappell 

Uncomfortable Silence  

 

Played drugstore cowboy,  

smoked left hand cigarettes.  

Everythings so gray,  

can't think about regrets.  

I've got to stop now,  

can't juggle at all.  

Feelings that hide,  

are beginning to call.  

Come in my garden,  

come watch me fall.  

There's a snake here to haunt me,  

come slither and crawl.  

Running round in circles,  

from things left unsaid.  

It's driving me crazy,  

the questions in my head.  

Rambling on when your too near. 

Laughing out load when I'm in fear.  

Don't know how too make things clear.  

Silent sounds,  

I've got to cheer.  

Uncomfortable silence. 
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 Tukur Loba Ridwan 

SILENCE: State of the heart 

• 

silence. . . 

the seeming serenity of nature 

that harbors the lots of doom from 

endangering the sons and daughters of life 

like the quietude of a rain-forest 

during the age of summer. . . 

it is the aftermath of the fractures of calamity 

brought upon the bones of audible existence 

like a typical minute-silence rendered 

by loved ones, for a loved one lost. . . 

silence is more than what these lines can afford to spread 

like a rug on the floor of wisdom. . .  

but what if i never discerned the language of silence, 

and what if the wise never taught me of its legacy? 

what if. . .? 

then naive i would have been  

to the indistinct voice of distinct messages 

by the gloomy face of silence. . .  

silence is the vibration that looms deeper  

beneath the depth 

of an ocean of emotions  

that overflows the heart of...a...woman 

yes, a woman. . . 

in calm tides that never screams,  

for if it does scream  

would it drown a son of man  

in the abyss of his own self-pity, and by the noose  

of his own guilt would his neck be resting 

for the rest of his life while buried alive. . . 

(now let's boil it down to the silence 

of a woman once and for all) 

it is the feasible irony for echoes  

of a woman's raging heart  

- a sulk, 

that reveals soulful secrets constricted  

by coils of heartache and tears  

of the heart. . . 

(or would you like to know more of the silence  

https://mobile.facebook.com/tukur.l.ridwan?refid=52


in her silence?) 

it is the noise that torments the earlobes 

of a man's conscience, 

and teases his tenacity to love deeper. . . 

silence is the slumber of every sapien in the wake  

of the moon, the stars and every family  

of the nigtly race. . .  

these slumbers are not the soft walls of mere sleeps. . . 

they are inhabited by the deepest dreams 

and the fairest fantasies 

(then, a sleep is not just a sleep 

as a silence is not just a silence) 

not even a woman's wails of silence 

that wakes the dead from no grave 

into haunting the culprit behind his murder. . . 

(or what more do i have to say of silence 

than the secrets of the heart when i think and write 

about matters of the heart?) 
 

 

  



 

 

 Aremu Adams Adebisi  

there are silence in the graveyards, 

there are in the minds of brave bards, 

there are thousands in the tongue of every ear; 

there are in the griefs of agings, 

in the smiles and tears of babies, 

there are million million silence every year. 

. 

there are silence when the darkling 

clouds up the earth, overwhelming, 

whilst the chirps of crickets could only be heard; 

there are thousands when tomorrows 

bring no comfort but all sorrows, 

there are in mute conversations overheard. 

. 

there are silence in all goodbyes 

there are in concealed lullabies; 

there is silence when I tell you it's okay; 

there is thunderous one, unspoken, 

in a lonely heart heartbroken, 

there is one when humble soul is cast away. 

. 

there is silent silence, salient, 

there is cryptic one, and ambient, 

there is when I tell you do not believe me; 

there is one above the ocean 

and in seas and there, in motion, 

there is silence everywhere that you may be. 

© the Antagonist 
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 Samuel Ayoade  

silence i 

. 

this silence is a symphony of death. 

we dance to pledge allegiance to its sung dirge 

of a frustrated future and castrated present 

present in the heart 

of this silence. 

. 

this silence is a reflexive response 

to the stimulus that pricked adam's heart 

when there was no ecclipse 

and the sun sat upon the seas 

busy feasting on the forbidden fruit 

we all took part in adam's apple 

we are all a part 

of this silence 

. 

this silence, is a symphony of death. 

. 

Samuel Amazing Ayoade BlazingPen 
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 Micheal Ace 

Silence last night 

. 

There was silence last night 

At the market of our dreams 

Where we buy new morning 

Where those without money 

Give themselves to their end 

. 

We won't sell lives anymore 

Because the heavens are dying 

The sun and moon are sinking 

The angels are crying for life 

Even God doesn't want to die 

. 

There was silence amidst us 

Because we have once learnt 

That they don't die in heaven 

Our faces split in seven letters 

One morpheme and one word 

. 

Of SILENCE and SILENCE 

. 

It is time we wear the courage 

It's time someone speaks up 

With a voice that kills silence 

It's time we ask the questions 

Our fathers have never asked 

. 

It's time we don't die no more 

Because our eyes do push us 

Behind our frightened heart 

It's time we inhale this silence 

To keep it hostage in our lungs 

. 

. 

Micheal Ace 

                  

©ACEworld 
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 Micheal Ace  

 

SILENCE 

{ A magical verse to           's Silence} 

. 

I have grown to become ear 

Clinched to every walls 

So I hear the silents ask 

What is SILENCE? 

. 

What is silence? 

In a world where a boy 

Goes to her mother's eyes 

To fetch tears, dirty tears 

What is silence? 

In a world where a girl 

Drives her father's head 

Recklessly, in regrets 

. 

I have grown to become ear 

Clinched to every walls 

So i hear the silents ask 

What is SILENCE? 

. 

What is silence? 

In a beautiful garden 

Where the only man that sees 

Is the one who watches the dead 

What is silence? 

In a God-blessed nation 

Where everything that changes 

Turn out to become strange 

. 

I have grown to become ear 

Clinched to every walls 

So i hear the silents ask  

What is SILENCE? 

. 

What is silence? 

When every day becomes dark 

And parents put stones on fire 

https://mobile.facebook.com/oyedokun.lordace?fref=nf&refid=52&_ft_=top_level_post_id.1039294682832659%3Atl_objid.1171251882938138%3Athid.100002564108315&__tn__=C
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In readiness for dinner 

What is silence? 

When the man who writes this poem 

Is he that always hear 

Whenever silence speaks 

. 

I have grown to become ear 

Clinched to every walls 

So i hear the silents ask 

What is SILENCE 

. 

Silence the elders say 

Belongs to the wise man 

Who knows what not to say 

But silence I say 

Belongs to every man 

Who knows this change is strange 

But believes in what the future says 

. 

. 

. 

Micheal Ace 

                  

©ACEworld 
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 Timileyin Gabriel Olajuwon 
 

 

SILENCE 

 

The days are the victims of fate 

 s  u h      f  h  “Ch n  ” w    v d  u h 

Is    d     h            f  h  n    n’s h    

H n  n   n  h  n  k  f  h   n u f n  s   n  … 

 

And this silence is the panting of the market women 

Gasping for life under the smiling sun, 

But only to watch the dancing feet 

And the echoing voices of the dead market. 

 

This silence is the drowning tears of Work-Ass 

Whose rights are right in their naked eyes 

Buried in the ground of deceit and lies 

And only to live in borrowed breath – breads. 

 

The silence is the weeping of little children 

Craving for happiness in the public streets 

Blackened with dust of their daily toil for peanut 

But are being rejected to dance to songs of penury 

 

This silence is the agonizing agony of the aged parents 

Whose fruits were plunged away unripe 

Into the deadly desert of drowning destiny 

L f       nd    n  h  d s     f d ub s… 

 

This silence is SILENCE 

The songs of mocking birds 

 

S – Success  

I – In 

L – Life  

E – Emerged  

N – Not with 

C – Changes a day; so 

E – Endure. 

https://mobile.facebook.com/olajuwon.timileyin?refid=13&_ft_=top_level_post_id.1040179319410862%3Atl_objid.1192020860842650%3Athid.100002564108315


 

And this silence is a war 

In-b  w  n L f   nd D   h…. 

 

 

© Copyright  

Timileyin Gabriel Olajuwon 

 

  



 

 

 Onatola Abiodun 

 

 

THE BIRTH OF SILENCE (1) 

 

Noise was born of a parent 

Silence silenced 

In the Trojan  

'War of Love,war of Lust' 

Of no Life lost. 

 

SILENCE 

Was born of no parent 

Of a parent lousy;parent loud laud 

And She became an orphan of many family father 

 

And they sold her to Badagry merchant trader 

That make Godly wealth from the market of slavery 

He holds no Slave savage saved 

 

'SLAVE! 

You get much freedom  

But give me one chance  

For your pleasant anguish report' 

 

SILENCE (2) 

SILENCE 

Had grown to be a freeborn Canvassing gullible hardened soul To come,buy and Use it master product  

 

Silence is not when no voice do the twinkling  

It is the moment when anguished soul speaks  

But the merry ear fails to hear  

 

Silence is not a signal of 'All is Well' 

But the thin teen hope that things will be well  

Even when leg mistakingly slipped and the body found itself In the cathedral that gathers the garrison for 

the death 

https://mobile.facebook.com/onatola.abiodun?refid=52&_ft_=top_level_post_id.1040020229426771%3Atl_objid.1040020229426771%3Athid.100002564108315


 

The silence of the charade Visitors Is never a sign of mourning  

But the hope that there are a trillion time of mourn and moan for tomorrow 

Today  

 

SILENCE The fear that tomorrow is the yesterday of more mourning  

 

Silence Is the future  

Today anguish Await... 

 

  



 

 

 Success Timothy Ayo 

FAKE SILENCE 

 

So I picked my pen for a word or so. 

I want to describe how Baba  

called our neighbour a pig, 

And how our neighbour keep 

announcing that Baba is a baby. 

 

Mama is cursing Chief Fafa.  

Did he just called her mad? 

That Sasa people will cage her  

for her display of insanity? 

 

Uncle Jaja is reminding Papa  

how he(Papa) drove 

the family to doom yesterday. 

He is saying it to his ears. 

But Aunty Nana screams,  

'shame! shame! shame on us!' 

 

I run to their midst... 

they see my tears and  

there is silence...fake silence!!! 

 

Because I know, 

in our minds,there are these loud voices 

battling our common sense to vent our rage 

in this pandemonium we call change... 

 

- Success Timothy Ayo 
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Emmans Essang 

SILENCE 

(In response to Sir Ayoola Goodness Olanrewaju) 

 

Our words arrived as stillborns, 

breaths long lost 

ere they could crawl 

out of their fragile shells, 

they became ghosts of the present 

haunting down relics of the future, 

the past left in smears 

of smouldering ruins; 

They became shouts of golden silence. 

 

Silence built within us, a maze 

into which our souls were drained 

running in circles and circles and circles; 

in painful circles 

that show an end, 

and then never end. 

 

Silence became over our heads 

an halo of bad choices 

for the dearth of words 

from which to choose 

is the music our lame feet 

now dance to. 

 

We quietly traded in silence 

always hoping for one lucky bargain 

to drench our baskets 

with a bountiful pour of words; 

 

we traded in silence 

for long years, 

until 
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we got this change 

for a change. 

 

  



 

 

 Chinedu Nzere 

Silence 

 

listen to the beautiful noise at night  

the ambience of the world  

the songs embedded in dying hearts 

 

listen to a tragic love story 

where hearts are shredded  

souls wander in folly 

 

listen to mine 

listen to yours 

our soulful tales under the moon's vine 

 

listen to the tears in my pain 

cascading into the dawn 

from my heart's fountain  

 

listen to the stars sing 

a fool's lullaby  

from broken strings  

 

listen to a broken vase 

listen to us  

listen to the silence in my embrace  

 

   da_blackPOET  

Chinedu Nzere 
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 Ogbeni Pog 

QUIET... 

 

Quiet, i beseech you 

Your noise is negating the rules 

Your noise may deafen the earth ear 

Your loud utterance,may block the air 

 

QUIET.. 

Hullaballoo may not solve the matter 

rowdy session may bring more cattarh 

Communication is not happening here 

breath-blockage you gasply share 

 

Lousy noise invites earthquake 

Disquiteness disqust the earthspace 

Words tumbling upon words 

Noisy words,beheads noble world 

 

Quitness,equipped in heavy bounce 

Noise-making breeds no sounds 

Quiet!! Oh ye barbarians 

Quiet,my fellow Nigerians 
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 Olaleye Doyin Sunshine 
 

 

Silence  

 

This is where I write  

Inside cozy warmth of silence  

This is where I play on the tambourine of pregnant quietness 

Here upon the snores of the shadows  

Flickering across the walls of serenity  

Upon the hisses of tongued torches  

This is where I write In silence 

 

In her  

I'm a sojourner  

She takes me on journeys to the past  

Feeding me with mashed porridge made of nostalgia  

I feast upon this sacrifice  

All in this room  

Called silence 

 

The dim whispering lantern gossips her  

Breezy echoes tell tales of resounding strings of quietness  

At her juicy dictations, I sit in obeisance  

Gulping down every milk of her venom  

Till my weary soul feeds turgid to stupor 

Upon this pampering night  

Upon these words of volatile poetry  

This is where I write  

Inside the cozy warmth of silence. 
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